At time’s turning point  
The Cosmic Spirit-Light entered  
Into earthly life-stream.  
Night-darkness  
Had ended reign.  
Day-bright Light  
Rayed within human souls.  
Light  
Which warms  
The simple shepherd-hearts,  
Light  
Which enlightens  
The wise heads of Kings.

For there reign the  
Spirit-Cosmic-Thoughts  
In the World-Being,  
Light imploring.  
You Soul-Spirits  
Let from the depths be prayed for  
What from the heights  
is granted:  
This speaks:  
In the Spirit’s Cosmic Thoughts  
The soul awakens.  
This hear the Spiritual Beings in  
East, West, North, South:  
May human beings hear it.

Godly Light  
Christ-Sun  
Warm  
Our hearts  
Enlighten  
Our heads  
That good may become  
What we  
From hearts found  
What we  
From heads  
Direct with single will.